
A Turkey for Thanksgiving 2.5               
Sandy Reeves 

Use this study guide to help you prepare for the test. 

High Frequency Words 
1. door – an entry that can be opened and closed 
2. everybody-  every person 
3. behind-  toward the back 
4. minute-  60 seconds 
5. promise – to say you will or will not do something 

6. brought – to come with 
7. sorry -  feeling regret 

Selection Vocabulary 

Amazing Words 

Question of the Week: How can we contribute to a celebration? 

Comprehension  

Genre 

Possessive Nouns-   A possessive noun shows who or what owns something. It can be singular 

or plural. Add ‘s to a singular noun to show ownership. When the noun is plural just add an 

apostrophe to show ownership.     Ex. Turkey’s,  Turkeys’ 

Grammar 

Spelling Words 
tail raise 
main       brain           raisin 
wait paint     daily 
say stay            holiday    
away  today 
play        tray  

Challenge Words 

Phonics 

Long a: a, ai, ay 

When the letters ai or ay are together, the 

a is long and the i or y are silent. 

 

Example: laid, stay 

1. dine– to eat dinner 
2.  holiday-  a day when people celebrate something special 
3.  participate – to join in on something 
4.  decorate-  to make something as pretty as you can 
5.  banquet – a very special dinner 
6.  flare-  to flame or light briefly or unsteadily 
7.  glimmer-  an unsteady light 
8. whispery -   a soft  rustling sound 

Animal Fantasy– An animal fantasy is a story in  

which the animal characters in the story act like  

people. This story was written to entertain 

Strategy- Visualize 

When you visualize  something 

it means you can picture it in 

your mind. 

Skill:  Drawing Conclusions 

Drawing conclusions means  

using what you know about real 

life and what you read to figure 

out more about characters and 

what happens in the story. 

1. hooves – the hard bottom part of the 
                foot of animals such as 
      moose or deer  
2. Thanksgiving-  a holiday for giving thanks 

3. riverbank - the rising ground beside a river 

4. lumbered– moved slowly and awkwardly 
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Complete any three activities to form a tic-tac-toe. Mark these with an X or an O. Attach your work and return 

it on ____________________________________. 

Beautiful Bubbles 

Write your words 

with 

letters. 

 

Fantastic Fonts Righteous Rhymes 
Radical Rainbows 

Awesome Alphabet Scrambled Eggs 

Hip Highlights Write it Right! 

Pretty Patterns 

Type your words 

on the computer 

using a different font 

for each one. Print it 

out and attach. 

 

cat    cat 

write your 

words 2 times each.

Write your 

words with red 

vowels and blue 

consonants. 

Scramble the 

letters in each word.  

Return tomorrow and 

find a friend to  

unscramble  them. 

Write each word 

then go back and 

highlight each vowel 

with a highlighter 

or yellow crayon. 

Write your 

words 3 times 

each in your 

best handwriting. 

Write your 

words using an 

pattern.

Spelling Words Spelling Words List 2 

Write your words 

with a rhyming 

word next to  

them. 

tail     raise     main 
brain  wait      paint 
say     stay      away 
today  play     tray 

afraid          delay        faithful 
patient        waist         crayon 
stained        labor         dismay 
vacant         raisin         holiday 


